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Let R be a Dedekind domain with quotient field K, and let II be an R- 
order in a separable K-algebra A. 
Let cent@) denote the center of A. An automorphism f of /i is called a 
central automorphism if f(c) = c for any c E cent(A). We denote by 
Autcent(/l) the group of all central automorphisms of A and by In(A) the 
subgroup of Autcent(/i) consisting of all inner automorphisms. We define 
Outcent = Autcent(ii)/In(/i). 
Let G be a finite group and let RG be its group ring over R. We denote by 
D, the dihedral group of order 2n, by H, the quaternion group of order 4n 
and by C, the cyclic group of order n. 
Let 2, be the ring of p-adic integers. It is known that Outcent(Z,G) = 1 
for any prime p in each of the following cases: 
(1) G = D, ) Hz or D, 9 an odd prime (Frahlich [ 2 I), 
(2) G=D,, n>3 [l]: 
(3) G = C, . C, the semidirect product of C, by C, such that 
(4, n) = 1 and C, acts faithfully on each Sylow subgroup of C,, [I]. 
From these results it may be conjectured that, for an arbitrary metacyclic 
group G. Outcent (Z,G) = 1 for any prime p. 
In this article, we will prove this conjecture for a class of metacyclic p- 
groups. Let p be an odd prime and let n, m and r be natural numbers 
satisfying the relations II < r + m, r,< n. Denote by G(p, n, m, r) the 
semidirect product of C,,, by C,, such that the kernel of the natural map 
C,, --t Aut(C,,) is isomorphic to Cpm+,+r, where Aut(C,,J denotes the group 
of all automorphisms of C,,; that is, G(p, n, m, r) is a metacyclic group 
generated by two generators o and t with relations op” = rp” = 1 and 
ror- 1 = al+-P’. 
The main result is the following 
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THEOREM. Suppose that n < 2r. Then Outcent(Z, G( p, 11, m, r)) = 1. 
Remark. Let G be a finite group and let q be a prime such that 
(q. / Gj) = 1. Then Z,G is expressible as a direct sum of Azumaya algebras 
over local rings, so Outcent(Z,G) = 1. Therefore it follows from the theorem 
that Outcent(Z,G(p, n, m, r)) = 1 for any prime q. 
1. SOME PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Let p be a prime and let F, be the prime field of characteristic p. Let cI. 
0 < i < p - 1,.be arbitrary ekments in F,. Set 
c p-k 
c 
P--l 
(8 
CO 
C p-k- I 
Define Vkl’= Vk- V,, 1 <k<p- 1, and 
l<k<p-1. (1.1) 
Z<i<k,<p- 1. 
LEMMA 1.2. (1) (i) Vr’=V,-kV,+(k-l)Vo. 
(ii) VL3’ = V, - 
(k- I)k 
2 
Vz + (k - 2) kV, - (k-2X- 1) v 2 I, 
Suppose that m > 2. Then 
(iii) Vrm’ Vk - 
(k-2m+l)...(k-l)k = 
(2m - I)! 
x 1 k-2;+ 1 Vh-1 -+vo. i 
m-2 
+ y- (-lyntr 
j (k-2m+ 1j.a. (k- l)k 
i=O ( (m-i- l)!(m+i)l 
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(iv) Vym+‘) = vk - (k--m)...(k-I)k \ 
(2m)! 
1 v +& / 
lk-2m ?rf k “( 
m-l 
+ c (-lyti+ 
\ (k-2m),.* (k- 1)k 
i=l 1 (m-i)!(m+i)! 
1 1 
X 
i k-m-i vm+i + k-m+i 
‘w-i 
+ (-l)m+’ 
(k - 2m) .. . (k - 1)k v 
(m!)‘(k - m) “” 
(2) If we set 
de’(O) 
Fdi) = 
k 
i i d:“(p - 1) 
then CTz,‘(j-i+ 1).-e (j- l)dr’(j)=O. 
ProoJ (1) Parts (i) and (ii) can be shown by direct calculations. Parts (ii) 
and (iv) can be shown by induction on m. 
(2) Case 1. i=2m+l, m>2. Regarding c,, O<t<p-I, as 
variables, we can write Cj’=:,’ (j - i + 1) ..a (j - 1) d:‘(j) = xf:d atTi(k) c,, 
a,,i(k) E FD. Then, by (I), 
a,,i(k) = (t - 2m + k) . . . (t - 1 + k) - jk - 2m~2~)~ - l)k 
\t(t+l)...(t+2nl-l)+ (t-2m)+..(t-l)( 
xl k-2m k i 
m-1 
+ c (-l)m*i+ 
(k - 2m) . . . (k - 1)k 
i=I (m - i)!(m + i)! 
\ (t - m + i) . . . (t - 1 + m f i) + (t - m - i) . .a (t - 1 + m - i) ! 
xI k-m-i k-m+i \ 
(t - m) ... (t - 1 + m). 
Now, we can regard a,.i(k) as a polynomial with respect to k. It is easy to 
see that u,,~(‘) = 0 for any 0 < j < 2m. But the degree of a,.i(k) with respect 
to k is at most 2m; therefore a,,j(k) = 0. This shows assertion (2) when 
i=2mf l,m>2. 
Case 2. i = 2m, m > 2. 
The assertion can be shown by the same way as in Case 1. 
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When i= 2 or 3, the assertion follows from direct calculations. 
For a ring S, &f,,.,(S) denotes the set of all n x m matrices with entries in 
S. In particular, when n = rn? we write M,,.,(S) = M,,(S). 
LEM~~A 1.3. Set 
coo... I 0 
0 1 0 
0 0 2 :1 
Lx . . . . 
. I 
!E qif-p,>,. 
0 . 
op-2 0 
,o . . . . 0 P-l i 
(1) Let ci, ai, 0 <i, j< p - 1, be elements in F,. Suppose that the 
following equalities-hold: 
co-1 . c2 Cl 
‘6 c2 
c P- 
C,-, cp-2 . c, co 
(ii) a,+a,+~~+a,..,=O. 
Then a, = 0 for any i, 0 < i < p - 1. 
a 
(2) Let u~,~, b,,,, 0 < i, j, k, I < p - 1, be elements in F,. Write 
Suppose that the following equalities hold: 
iii 
3(0)-L B(p- 1) . B(2) B(l) 
W) B(0) -L WI 
B(p-2) . 
B(p-lj B(p-22) . B(1) B(o)--L 
A(i) = 
Ai01 
A(1) 
0 - 0 
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(ii) C~~~C~,.~=O for any i, O<i,<p- 1. 
Therl ai,j=Ofor any i andj, O<i,j<p- 1. 
ProoJ: (1) We use the notations in (1.1) and (1.2). We write 
c, c,-, * c2 c, 
Cl 
i- 
CO c2 
C 
p-2 
C p-m I 
c p-l cp-2 . Cl co 
Then (i) is restated as 
Set 
a0 
ai 
Then, by (ii), we get 
\ up- 
00.. * 0 
1 . 0 0 
0 2 0 
. . . . 
0 . 
0 p-2 0 
o... 0 p- 
, 
1, 
0 
0 
= 
u 0 
(E Mp.p- l(q). 
aI 0 
= {(V’,” )..., I$!,) -L’} i I i-1 a2 = p * (1.4) a P-l 0 
Write yci) = ( ff!i) 1 ,..., VFL,) Ellfp,p-i(Fp) for 1 < i<p- 1. We will show 
that, for 1 < i < p - 1, 
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I ,VW $ 
i I 
a,,,(i) . . * a,,,-#) - 
%,*(i) . . . az,p-i(i) 
‘i.iCi) ’ ’ ’ ai,p-i(i) 
4 0 . . 0 
0 -(ifl)O* 0 
0 
0 . 1 . 0 -(p- I), I 
where or.,(i) = 0 (1 <t < p - i) and a,-,(i) (2 <k < i, 1 ,< t < p - i) are 
suitable elements in Fp depending on k, t and i. 
If i = 1, the assertion is valid by (1.4). Suppose that (1.5) holds for i = s. 
= 0, and so Then, by (2) of Lemma 1.2, r:j”:: (j-s + 1) ... (j - l)jaiz 
a, = (-l/s!)(C~;~+, (j-s + 1) ... (,j - l)jaj). Hence we get 
p+ ii t 
0 0 . . 0 . 
fL,(s+l) . . . %.p-s--,(.S+l) 
U scl.lb+l) . . ' %k,..p-,-I(S+c 
-(s+l) 0 . * 0 
0 -(s+2) 0 . . 
0 
0 . 0 -(P-l) 
where Q~.~(s + l), 2 < k < s + 1, 1 < t < p - s - 1. are suitable elements in 
F, depending on k. t and s + 1. 
Thus (1.5) holds for any i. 1 < i < p - 1. Hence, we get 
~~~~~ (j - i + 1) . . . (j - l)juj = 0 for 1 < i < p - 1. But zfi-d a, = 0, hence 
we have a,=0 for O<i<p- 1. 
Part (2) can be shown by the same way as in (1)~ 
2. KEY LEMMAS 
(2.1) Let G be a finite p-group. Then it is weIl-known that Z,G is a local 
ring with the unique maximal ideal N= xgfC Z,(g - 1) +pZ,G [4’,. 
Therefore, if J is an ideal of Z,G contained in N, Z,G/J is also a local ring, 
Let G(p, rz: m, r) = (0, r 1 up” = rpm = 1, WV’ = ap’+‘j:. First, suppose that 
n - Y 4 m; i.e., (r} acts non-faithfuhy on (u). Set Z,G(p, 12. m, r)/(Qp,,,(r)) = 
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/i,(n, in, r). where @,,,&%C) denotes the p”th cyclotomic polynomial. For 
x E Z,G(p, n, m, r), denote by ,U the image of x under the natural map 
Z,G(p, n, m, r) + A,(n, m, r). Let s be an integer such that (p, s) = 1 and 
l<s<p’-1 (resp. (p,s)=l and l,<s<pp”+‘-“-1). We write 
A,(n, m, r)/(Eysp”-’  Fprn-‘) = (Z,l[,,], (t), [$“+) (resp. n,(n, m, r)/ 
(5spZ”-m +- - fpn-‘) = (Zp[4’pn]y (t), [$2’-“mr)) if m > n (resp. n > m). Then 
(Zp[Cpn], (t), C$“-‘> (resp. (.Z,[C,,], (t), C$2n-“‘-r)) can be regarded as a 
crossed product with relations tpmer = $Y-‘, @,,Jt) = 0, @jpn(cp,,) = 0 and 
trp,, t- 1 = g:+ I (resp. p--r _ Sp-n-f, - cpn @,&> = 0, @,,,(i,,,> = 0 and 
tcp,, t- ’ = I$+ ‘). Hereafter we write cpn = [. Next, suppose that n - I’ = t~z: 
i.e., (t) acts faithfully on (a). We write Z, G(p, IZ, m, r)/(@,.(a)) = 
<Z,[C], (r), 1). Then (Z,[il, CT), 1) can be regarded as a crossed product with 
relations r<t- ’ = ipr’ ‘, rPm = 1 and Q,,(c) = 0. 
For a prime p, QP denotes the p-adic number field. 
For a ring S, U(S) denotes the unit group of S. 
Let II, II’ be R-orders in separable K-algebras A, A’, respectively. Suppose 
that there is a surjection g: n + A ’ as R-algebras. Then g induces 
homomorphisms [ I] : 
g’: Autcent(A) + Autcent@‘) and 
go: Outcent -+ Outcent@ ‘). 
The proof of the theorem is based on the following three lemmas. 
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose that n - r & m and 2r > n. 
(1) Suppose that m > n. Let u E U(Q, &, (Zp[[lT (t}, c”“-‘))n 
(Z,[[], (t}, cpnmr). Suppose that u satisfies the following conditions: 
0) u -‘(zpK13 (0, ispn-7u = (Z,[i], (t), rsp7, 
(ii) u ([Pm-’ - 1) n (CkP”? 
1 Sk<.? 
i”““-‘)) ) and 
(p,k)=l 
(iii) (cp”-’ - 1) fl (ckp”-‘- 
l<k:s 
(P,k)=l 
Then there e.xists a non-negative integer c and an element u, E 
U((Z,[[], (t), rSp”-r)) such that u = (tpnmr - 1)‘~~. When s = 1, r+e define 
1 <Q< , (p-r - y-‘) = 1. 
(p:k) = I 
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(2) SuPPOSe that n > m. Let u E U(Q,@z, (z,[c], (t), y”‘“-‘+“)jr, 
(Z,[Cl, (ti, isp2n-m-r). Suppose that u satisJies the following conditions: 
(i) 24 -“(z,[& (t), p2n-m-r )u = (Zp[[], (t)? rp2nmmm-r), 
(ii) u , u = cm’ -I;,-1 - mod 
(iii) u-’ (cp” 
1<k:r 
(p.k)= I 
. 
Then there exists a non-negatice integer c and an element u, E 
U((Z,[(], (t), jgpZ”-m-’ )) such that u = (cp”-’ - 1 jcu,. When s = 1, we define 
LEMMA 2.3. Suppose that n - Y $ m and n < 2r. 
(1) Suppose that m > n. Let s be an integer such that (p, sj = 1 and 
1 < s < p“ - 1. Then 
In particular, since 
Outcent(A,(n, m, r)) = 1 I 
(2) Suppose that n > m. Let s be an integer such that (p, s) = I and 
1 <s < p”‘+‘-* - 1. Then 
Outcent 
i 
/1,(n, m, r) 
I( 
(~7~‘~~ - 1) lJ (rFyP2n-m-r - F’) = 1. 
i<y<s !I 
(P.Y)= 1 
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In particular, since 
Outcent(A,(n, m. r)) = 1. 
LEMMA 2.4. Suppose that n -r = m and 2r > n. Let u E (Z,[[], 
(t), 1) n U(Q, oz, (Z,[[], (z.), 1)). Suppose that u satisfies the following 
conditions: 
0) u -‘@,[t;l, (r), l?u = (Z,[Cl. (r), I>, 
(ii) u -‘[-‘u s [-’ (mod(cP”- - 1)) and 
(iii) u -‘ru = r (mod(cP”-’ - 1)). 
Then there exists a non-negative integer c and an element u, E 
U((Z,[i], (r), 1)) such that u = (Pflmr - l)‘u,. 
First, we will show that the theorem follows from Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4. 
Then, we will show that Lemma 2.2 implies Lemma 2.3. Finally we will 
prove Lemmas 2.2 and 2.4. 
3. LEMMAS 2.3 AND 2.4 IMPLY THE THEOREM 
We will show the theorem by induction on n + in. When n + m = 2? 
Z,G(p, n, m, r) is commutative, so the assertion is clearly valid. 
Suppose that n + m > 3. 
Case 1. II - r $ m. Consider the pullback diagram 
ZpG(p,n,m,r)~Z,G(p,r~,nt,r)/(tP”~’-l)~Z,G(p,~z,m-l,r) 
I 
81 
I 
h? 
/i,(iz, in, r) ~FpG(p,n,m- 1,r). 
BY virture of (2.1), the map U(cent(Z,G(p, n, m - 1, r))) + 
U(cent(F,G(p, n, m - 1, r))) is surjective. Hence Outcent(Z,G(p, n. m, r)) 
+gftgy Outcent(A (n, m, r)) @ Outcent(Z,G(p, n, m - 1. r)) is injective, by 
[ 1, Lemma 2.41. hut Outcent(Z,G(p, n, m - 1, r)) = 1 by induction hypoth- 
esis and Outcent(A,(n, m, r)) = 1 by (2.3), so Outcent(Z,G(p, n, m, r)) = 1. 
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Case 2. n - r = m. Consider the pullback diagram 
Z,G(p, n. m, r) 2 Z,G(p, n, m, r)/(crp”-L - I) 2 Z,G(p, n - 1, m, r) 
p hZ 
1 
(Z,[i], (r), 1) = Z,G(p, n, m, r)/(QP.((s)) 2 F,G(p. n - 1, my r). 
From this diagram, we get Outcent(Z,G(p, n. nz, r)) -k”‘~ 
Outcent(Z,[& (r>, 1) @ Outcent(Z,G(p, n - 1, m. r)). Since the map 
U(cent(Z,G(p, IZ - 1, m, r))) + U(centF,G(p, n - 1, m, r))) is surjective by 
(2, 1), gy + gy is injective [I, Lemma 2.41. But Outcent(Z,G(p, n - 1, 
m, r)) = 1 by induction hypothesis, so we have only to show that Im gy = i. 
Let x be a central automorphism of Z,G(p, n, m, r). Then gt&) is an 
inner automorphism. On the other hand, U(Zp G(p, n, in: r)) --$ 
U(Z,G(p, n - 1, m, r)) is surjective by (2.1). Therefore there exists 
P E U(Z,G(p, n, m, r)) such that gi(i; ’ o x) is the identity map of 
Z,G(p, n - I, m, r), where i, denotes the conjugation map induced by ~1. 
Suppose that Y E Im gy . Then, by the preceding discussion there is 
FE Im g: such that Y and p are the same element in Outcent(Z,[i], (r), 1) 
and h:(Y) is the identity map of F, G(p, n - 1, m, r). By the theorem of 
Skolem-Noether, there exists u E U(Q,@, (Z,[[J, (r), 1)) such that 
F(x) = U-‘XU for all x E (Z,[[], (r), 1). Mu&lying a suitable element of Z, 
by 14, we may assume that u E (Z,[i]. (s), I) n U(Q @jzr (Z,][], (7). 1 )j. 
Then u must satisfy the following conditions: 
(i) ~-‘v,Kl&)~ lb= GqCl&, 1) 
(ii) u ‘C-‘U E 5-l (mod(cp”-’ - 1)) and 
(iii) u-’ ru E T (mod(cP”-’ - 1))~ 
Therefore L E In((Z,[Cl, W, l)), by (2.4). Thus we get 
Outcent(Z,G(p, n, m, r)) = I. This completes the proof of the theorem, 
4. LEMMA 2.2 IMPLIES LEMMA 2.3 
The proof of Lemma 2.3 can be shown by the same way as in Section 3, 
Case 2, so we write only an outline of the proof. We need the following 
LEMMA 4.1. Suppose that n - r $ m and n < 2r. 
(1) Suppose that m > n. Let s be an integer such that (p, s) = I and 
1 < s < pr - 1. Then the natural map 
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u (ce*t (/l,(n, m, r)/((8-1 - 1) ,llI,, (F”-‘- F))) ) 
(P;Y)=l 
is swljective. When s = 1, we define 
n ($‘L’-- _ rPmmr) - 1 - and 
ICY<1 l$<l 
tp..v‘)= I (P.Y)= 1 
(2) Suppose that m < n. Let s be an integer such that (p, s) = 1 and 
1 <s<pp”f’-n- 1. Then the natural map 
(p.?‘)=l 
is surjective. When s = 1, we define 
fl ($‘P2”-m-r _ .n-r) = 1 
KY<1 
(p.4’)=1 
a,ld 
I<.V<l 
(P.Y)‘I 
ProoJ (1) Define natural maps 
. 
g, : A,(n, m, r) --) Ap(n, m, r) (~7~‘~’ - 1) n (rTyp”~’ - Frnmr 
I<Y<S 
(P,Y)=l 
h, : (Z,[i], (t), rS’“-‘1 
YPn-r _ PP” .‘I) 
and 
g, : A,(n, m, r) -+ A,(n, m, r)/(asp”-r - Pm-‘) 
= @,[a (t>, rspn-7. 
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For h E (Z,[C], (t), cp”-‘), we write 
p,c-r- 1 p,,-r- , 
h = -T‘ 
ITO 
-i- hi,j@, li where hi,j E Zp[[p”m’, tpner]. 
j=O 
Set 
pn-r-1 pn-r-1 
yz= \h= K- 
1 ir0 
s h,,j[‘ti E (Z,[;], (t). isp”-‘) 
j=O 
1 and coef(h) f 0 (mod p) ( 
I and coef(h) f 0 (mod p) \. 
Then it is easy to see that 
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For an arbitrary element x = xi!?; ‘)pnr+-’ xy”O ’ ai, j8’jr”, ai, j E Zp, in 
A,@, m, r), we set 
(p--l)prn-l-1 p--l 
coef(x) = C C ai.j (E zP)” 
i=O j=O 
Denote by Z,,[8-‘, Pm’] a subring of A,(n, m, r) generated by r?-’ and 
P”-‘. For w E A,(n, m, I’), we write 
Set 
Y, = cv = c 
i 
c ,iJi,jrFY E A,@, m, r) 
i=O j=O 
(a”“-’ _ 1) n @Yp”-‘- Fm-’ 
ISS<S 
(P.H’)=l 
and coef(w) f 0 (mod p) 
! 
wi, j(&pr - 1) E wi,j(aiPr - 1) z 0 
and coef(w) f 0 (mod p) . 
i 
Then it is easy to see that 
go(Y,) = U (cent (Ap(q m, T-J/( (3+’ - 1) n 
ISY<S 
(cY”-’ - Tam-‘)))) . 
(P,.Y)= 1 
Since the diagram 
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is commutative, we have only to show that g,(Y,) = Y,. But, it is clearly 
valid, since g3(Z,,[5p”-‘, ?‘]) = Zp[<p”mr, tpn-r]. This completes the proof. 
Part (2) can be shown by the same way as in ( 1). 
We will show Lemma 2.3 by induction on II and s. 
(1) Ifn=l,A,( n, m, r) is commutative; hence the assertion is clearly 
valid. 
For n > 2, consider the pulback diagram 
A,(n, m, rj 
where ,p( y j = &“P” mr - rPp”-’ and v( ~1) = iJ’P”-r - i”P”m’. From this diagram, 
we get 
* Outcent((Z,[[], (ti, jsp” -r)) 
@ Outcent 
( 
A,(n, in, r) (8 -’ - l? FI (PO) j ) = 
lS.?‘<S 
(P.?‘)=l 
But by (4.1 j and [ 1, Lemma 2.41, gy + gq is injecrive. 
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Suppose that s= 1. Then, by the induction hypothesis. 
Outcent(A,(n, m, r)/(cF- - 1)) = 1. Hence we have only to show that 
Imgy = 1. 
Let x be a central automorphism of A&n. m, T)/((#‘~-’ - 1) q(1)). Then, 
by (2.1), there exists I! E U(A,(n, m, r)/((CP”-’ - 1) q(l))) such that 
g;(i, ’ D x) is the identity map of A,(n, m, r)/(c?‘“-’ - l), where i,. denotes the 
conjugation map induced by U. Let YE Im gy. Then we may assume hy( Y) 
is the identity map of (Z,[C$ (f), [p”~‘)/({P”-’ - 1). Take an element 
u E (Z,[[], (t), CFnmr) ~7 U(Q, 0, (Z,[[j, (f), CPM-“)) such that ‘P= i,. Then u 
must satisfy the following condi6ons: 
(iii 
~~-‘(z,[r], (l), r)u = (Z,[i], (l), LIP”-‘), 
u-‘[-‘U E C-’ (mod(cP”--’ - 1)) and 
(iii) u -‘tu s t (mod([P”m’ - 1)). 
Therefore i, E In((Z,[i], (tj, Cpnmr)), by (2.2). Thus we get 
Outcent(A,(n, m, r)/((cTp”-’ - 1)(0(l))) = 1. 
Suppose that s > 2. 
Noting only that 
by the induction hypothesis, we can prove the assertion by the same way as 
in the case where s = 1. 
(2) Then the proof can be done along the same line as in (1). We use 
the following pullback diagram instead of (4.2) 
A,@, m, r> 
b(s)> 
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5. PROOF OF LEMMAS 2.2 AND 2.4 
Proof of Lemma 2.2. (1) For an element x= xf”‘-’ cjf;“““-‘-” 
ai,j[jti, ai.j E Zp3 
,-p, l)P”--‘- I 
in (Z,[[], (t), rpnmr), we set coef(x) = CY,‘-’ 
ai,j (E Zp). If coef(u)f 0 (modp), then u E U((Z,[c], (t), 
ispnmr)) by (2.1). Hence we have only to consider the case where coef(u) E 0 
(mod P>. 
Case 1. s= 1. 
By (i) and (ii), u-‘[-‘uc~ (Z,[i], (t), ipnmr) and u-‘[~‘u{- 1 
(mod(<P”m’ - 1)). So, we may write zc ‘<-‘UC = 1 + ([““-’ - l)v for some 
u E (Z,[[], (t), cpnmr). Denote by Z,[[, tpnmr] a subring of (Z,fl;], (t), p”-‘) 
generated by 5 and tpner. Write u = C$‘LirP’ fit’ and v = C$li-’ hj tj, where 
fi, hj E Zp[(, tpnmr]. Because <-‘UC= UU-‘[~‘U~. 
From this equality, we obtain 
p”-r-’ 
‘\‘ 
LZO 
fi(~(~r+l)i-l _ 1) Ii 
= ({“-I - 1) (““$; Ati) (“z’ hi+). (5.1) 
It is clear that (~(pr+“‘-’ - 1) cannot be divisible by ([““-I - 1) unless 
i = kp”-‘- 1, O<k<p- 1. Hence, if if:kpt’-rpl, O<k<p- 1. fi is 
divisible by (cp’ - I). On the other hand, since (1 f pr)@-‘-’ = 1 + !$Y-’ 
(mod p”) for 1 < k < p - 1, (~‘prt”AP’f-r~‘-’ - 1) = (ckp”-’ - 1). Divide both 
sides of (5.1) by (c”“-’ - 1) and compare the coefficients of tkP” -‘-I. We get 
P-1 
-K‘ fkp,l_rm,(~(k-‘)~n-’ + . . . + y-’ + 1) tkp”-’ 
k=l 
(mod(iPr - 1)). (5.2) 
Set ai = coef(&~,) and cj = coef(hip,-,-,). Here, for x E Z,? ,U denotes the 
image of x under the natural map Z, -+ Z,/pZ, = F,. Then, by (5.2), we 
obtain the following equality: 
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where L is the same as in (1.3). Since coef(u) = 0 (mod p), we also have 
a,+a,+**. +a,-,=O. Hence, by (1.3), a,=0 for any i, O<i,<p- 1. 
Therefore we get 
coef(4) = 0 (modp)foranyj, O<j<p”-‘-1. (5.3) 
Next, consider the conditions (i) and (iii). Since U-‘tut-’ E 1 
(mod (CP”-’ - l)), we have u-.‘tut-’ = 1 + (CP”-’ - 1)~ for some 19 E 
[Z,[[], (t), Cp”-r). Denote by ZP[[p”mr, Fr] a subring of (Z,[[], (t), [pm-r) 
generated by [““-’ and tp”-‘. 
Now, we write u = Cp”ir-’ x,7”,‘-’ J;.,jeti and b11= sp”irP’ Cj”“ir-’ 
gi,jiJt’, ~,j, gi.j E Zp[[‘“-‘, Pm’]. Because 
.pn-rL, pn-rL, 
rut-‘=t c ( c fi,jpti tri = UZl-‘tUt-’ i=O j=O ) 
=( 
pn-r-, pn-rL, 
T 
/ZO 
C A3jijti 
j=O 1 
x l+(c""-'-1) 2 
! i 
p-r- , p-r- , 
JFo gi.jCj" 3 
i=O )1 
we get 
p-r-, pN-‘-, 
-7 
,TO 
x J;.. j(pr - 1) cj+ 
i= 0 
( 
p-r-, pn-r-, 
= g-p”-’ - 1) -j- 
ITO 
x h,jpti 
.i=O 1 
(5.4) 
Hence&,j is divisible by ([“‘- 1) unlessj = ypn-‘-‘, 0 < y< p - 1. On the 
other hand, fi,j is divisible by ([“‘- 1) unless i = kpn-‘-I, 0 < k < p - 1, by 
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(5.1). Divide both sides of (5.4) by (cp”-’ - 1) and compare the coefficients 
of <yp”~‘-!tkp” +I> O<~l,k<p-l.Thenweseethat 
If we set ak.? = coef(fkpn~r-i.vp”-,-l)r b,., = coef( gkpn-,+,,Ypnmr-. ,). then: by 
(5.5), we get 
B(O)-L B(p- 1) . B(2) 
B(l) B(0) -L 
GJ - 21 
B(p-1) B(p--2) . B(1) B(O)- 
where B(k), A(j) and L are the same as in (1.3). Since coefuj) = 0 by (5~3). 
xc;: ak,? = 0. Therefore, by (1.3), we get akTy = 0, 0 <k. .I’ Q p - 1. This 
shows that coeftfi,j) = 0 (mod p) for any i and j, 0 < i, j < p”-’ - 1. Hence 
we have 
for some a,,,(& j), ,8i,jE Z,. It is easy to see that (Pm’-- 1 j divides 
jrP”-‘tkp” -I -1forany~~~dk.O~y~(p-l)p’~‘-1,O~k~p”~”-1. 
On the other hand, t is a primitive p”th root of unity, and so p is divisible by 
(fP- - 1). Therefore fi.j is divisible by (t”“-’ - 1) for any i: j. 0 < i, 
j < p”-‘- 1. Thus u = (fpner- 1) U, for some U, E (Z,[<j, (t), [B”‘r). Since 
fPn mr - 1 is contained in the center of (Z,[<], (t>, <p”-‘)I U, satisfies the 
conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) of Lemma 2.2.(l). Therefore we can continue this 
procedure, and so there exists a natural number c and an element 
U, E U((Z,j(], (fi, Cp”-‘)) such that u = (fpnmr - l)C~,. 
Case 2. s>, 2. 
As in Case 1. write u = x,f”ir-’ ~:f~~‘-’ Ji.j;;‘t’, where h,iE 
zp[(y’~-‘7 fPn-F 1. By (i) and (ii), we can write 
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(jkP,"-r-pP"-' 
14k<s 
1) 
(P.k)=l 
for some )v, E (Z,,[i], (t), rp”-‘). Hence 
pn-rL, pn-r-1 
-T L 2 fi,j(pr+l)i-L - 1) pti c 0 
i=O jx0 
mod(<P”m’ - 1) n (ckp”-’ - 
I<k<s 
(p.k)=l 
Comparing the coefficients of tit’, we see that x.;-.,i is divisible by (cpnmr - 1 j 
when 1 < i<p”-‘- 1. 
On the other hand, by (i) and (iii), we can write 
(cP”-’ _ 1) rI (ikP”mr - ~W 
I<k<s 
(P,k)= I 
for some 1~~ E (Z,[I;], (t), pp”-‘). Therefore, fi,j is divisible by (cp”-’ - 1) 
when 1 < j < p”-’ - 1. Thus coef(haj) = 0 (mod p), unless i = j = 0. Since 
coef(u) = 0 (mod p)? coef(fo,o) = 0 (mod p). It follows thatL,j is divisible by 
(t”” --I _ 1) for any i, j, 0 < i, j < p”-’ - 1. This completes the proof. 
(2) The proof can be shown by the same way as in (1). Note that we 
take fi (resp. L,j) from Z,[[] (resp. Zp[[p”-‘]) instead of Z,[<, tp"mr] (resp. 
Zp[[pn-r, t""-'I); i.e., we write u = Cflir-’ At'(fj E Z,[C]) and 
u = v,,-- 1 
A[=0 r?ir-’ A,jcjti (J;:,j E Zp[[p”-‘]) in this case. 
Proof of Lemma 2.4. The proof of Lemma 2.4 can be shown by the same 
way as in Lemma 2.2(l). We takeA (resp. A..j) from Zp[C] (resp. Zp[CPn-r]) 
instead of Zp[C tpnmr] (resp. Zp[cp”-‘, tp"-'1); i.e., we write u = cp”;’ fir’ 
(J;: E Z,[[]) and u = Cpz;’ xj’“,‘-’ fi,jci7i (f,,j E Zp[[p”m’]) in this case. 
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